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AbsTrAcT
Living on the land: Redesigning land use relationships in the Philippi 
Horticultural Area
since the mid-1800’s the philippi horticultural area (pha) has been of 
agricultural significance to cape town, producing food for the city. the area 
also forms part of the remnant floodplain, and is essential in maintaining the 
recharge of the cape flats aquifer, an important water source for cape town. 
conflicting land use agendas are the major threat to resources in the pha. 
Besides agriculture, there is an increasing demand on the city of cape town to 
provide housing in close proximity to the city centre. in light of this, re-zoning 
land in the pha is being considered. while rezoning will address the demand 
for housing, it will put even further pressure on the current natural systems and 
water resources, as well as the historic presence of agriculture in the pha. 
a new approach is required using landscape-based urban design to tackle what 
would usually be a planning predicament.  densification and development 
could be viable if they do not impact or encroach on the natural systems and 
agricultural land in the area, but rather help to sustain them. this requires 
introducing development typologies that work within the existing landscape 
and reconfiguring urban form to facilitate positive interfaces with both natural 
and agricultural systems. this project investigates integrating land use and 
experimentation with landscape and urban morphology as design tools in 
reconciling agendas, securing the agricultural and water resources in the pha.
the structuring land uses utilised are the urban fabric, agricultural land, natural 
systems and public open space. these are explored through a combination of 
geo-spatial mapping, collages, and a series of typologies that interrogate land 
use relationships in the pha. experimentation at multiple scales was used, 
a smaller area being used as a prototype for the larger area. property lines 
significantly inform the framework for development, with consolidation and 
subdivision being the main tools for intervention. the project will re-organise 
the pha in a way that enables mutually supportive land-use relationships, 
to secure the natural resources and function of the pha while facilitating 
necessary development.
Figure 1: Location of the Philippi 
Horticultural Area (PHA) within the City 
of Cape Town (CoCT)




designing through scenarios: 
  scenario - ecology
  scenario - social Justice
  scenario - development
  housing and agricultural spatial typologies
landscape and development framework for the pha
typical application on a detailed scale - strandfontein road intervention site
conclusion
references
Figure 1: Location of the Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) within the City of Cape 
Town (CoCT) 
Figure 2 : Series of collages exploring the dynamics between existing systems in 
the PHA
Figure 3 : Biodiversity within the PHA & connections to the larger city of Cape Town 
biodiversity network
Figure 4 : Movement and access in and around the PHA
Figure 5 : PHA and surrounding suburbs with densities and populations
Figure 6 : Mapping of Scenario : Ecology
Figure 7 : Illustrative snapshots within Ecology scenario:
Figure 8 : Ecological components
Figure 9 : Mapping of Scenario : Social Justice
Figure 10: Illustrative snapshots within Social Justice scenario:
Figure 11 : Social justice components
Figure 12 : Mapping of Scenario : Development
Figure 13 : Illustrative snapshots within Development scenario:
Figure 14 : Development components
Figure 15 : landscape and development framework for the philippi horticultural 
area
Figure 16: Strandfontein Road Intervention Site
Figure 17: The high-density agricultural landscape 
Figure 18: Ecological corridor and POS system along arterial route
INTrODucTION
since 1830s, the cape flats/pha has been used for agriculture, to the extent 
that it was known as the breadbasket of cape town. the area initially became 
populated by farmers who came as economic refugees from rural germany 
(rabe 2012). they worked and cultivated the land to earn a living through 
providing fresh produce to the then colony. 
currently, the philippi horticultural area (pha) is an area of contestation in the 
city of cape town. 
the increasing expansion of the cape town metropolitan area, both formally 
and informally, has resulted in transformations of land in the pha as it is eaten 
into by surrounding land use and a shifting urban edge.
while the area still serves as an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city, the narrative presented by the city is that the pha is not 
intensively farmed and thus can in part be given over to address the need for 
housing and development. however, the assertion from the farmers in the pha 
is that the area is intensively farmed and that the farming conditions in the pha 
provide a unique system for food security for the larger population of the city of 
cape town.
these contrasting narratives require an unbiased analytical tracing to be 
done of land in the pha from earliest records until present time. through this 
process, it becomes clear which or to what degree these narratives hold true, 
from which proposals for intervention can then be made.
the pha is really a series of interacting systems which over time have impacted 
one another. these engagements must be understood  holistically in order to 
improve on the current situation. analysis on both a metro and area scale is 
necessary to understand the role of the pha in the larger cape town network.
a landscape-based approach requires working from the ground up, unpacking 
the natural systems, then the cultural and development layers. 
intervention will also work through this ground-up sequence, being informed 
by the results of the historical and physical analysis. due to the rural nature of 
the pha, new development must emerge out of new urban and agricultural 
typologies, based on other successful models.
the intention of this design exploration is to test ways of creating land 
use relationships between the forces of natural systems, agriculture, and 
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SOCIAL SERVICES REQUIRED 
1 POLICE STATION
5 LIBRARIES
2 POST OFFICES, 2 EDUHUBS
6 FOOTBALL FIELDS
3 COMMUNITY CENTRES, 3 SECONDARY SCHOOLS
30 NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS10 CRECHES
4 CLINICS, 4 COMBI COURTS, 4 PRIMARY SCHOOLS
4 MARKETS, 4 THUSONG CENTRES, 4 WORSHIP SPACES
APPROACH
RESTORE
a system of natural processes 
(Ecological habitats & movement, 
flood control, recharge)
PRESERVE
the most productive 




public open space system 
- a park
PROVIDE
Use development strategically to 
buffer and protect the resources as well 
as provide social services.
PRODUCTIVE ECONOMY
the most productive [horticultural farming] in the country per hectare
Over 50 percent of the vegetable consumption of the city
Flowers & garden plants
Annual yield: 150 000 tonnes and increasing
Fresh produce, mainly green leafy vegetables
Livestock: 2500 / week







combination of friable soils, 
good-quality water and 







good combination of 
factors enables production over 12 
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The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



















































































the history of land use change in the pha must be traced from 
earliest available records up to present day conditions, with a 
concurrent comparison to  historical spatial planning documents.
the intention is to evaluate whether the spatial planning agenda for 
the city addresses the land use needs on the ground as identified 
through the mapping.
such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance into the 
increasingly ambiguous territory of how to preserve and maximise 






























The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 
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Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 
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Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF
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The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF























































V C Trading ost
 I
Introduction
The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape To n. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an i portant resource in ter s of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape To n etropolitan Area, both for a ly and 
infor a ly, has resulted in transfor ations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by su rounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA fro  earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, ith a concu rent co parison to  
historical spatial planning docu ents.
The intention is to evaluate hether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
apping.
Such an evaluation ay provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly a biguous te ritory of ho  to 
preserve and axi ise the potentia ly productive 
land ithin an urban se ting.
I I  I
Due to li ited access to land, Khoi beco e unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left ith no option but to se l the ca tle to the dutch se tlers and 
to ork for the  to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for co lecting fire ood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the no  dutch ca tle herds.
A license for grazing as granted by Governor  A van der Stel in 1703, 
ho ever by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds as already a proble  
and shifting dunes had beco e an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of far  “ ontagu’s Gift, the area 
no  kno n as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial i agery of the area. The first fe  far s have already been 
established by the 1883 Ger an i igrants. The scale of the initial 
far land is s a l, reflecting the role of the fa ily unit in o nership. The 
for  of agricultural fields is an east- est configuration, responding to 
the existing dune syste . The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape To n at this stage due to a lack of for al roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads ithin the area both increase as the i igrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a gro ing 
population. ith this success and increase in consu ption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of develop ent is happening around the area, ostly to the North and the East, taking the for  of large-scale infrastructure and ne  to nships/ se tle ents. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area beco es ore accessible to transport vehicles, silica ining beco es ore prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased ining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Develop ent along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, develop ent, agriculture, ining and roads a l see  to slo  do n, sti l increasing but by a very 
s a l argin as co pared to previous years. 
S a l patches of ne  land have been cultivated along ith the 
appearance of a fe  s a l dirt roads and residential d e lings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
estern portions of the area ade possible by a series of ne  roads 
into the flats. There is so e develop ent in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
hich spi ls over into the PHA, ith the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
ith the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision- akers in Pretoria 
“dre  a line” hich arked threshold to Hanover Park and itche l’s 
Plain. any of the Ger ans far ing on the Cape Flats ere expropriated, 
forced to se l their land and ove.
1988
Cape etropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to proble s arising fro  ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the ter  ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is no  reserved for silica ining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a ore li ited scope of far ing 
activities, ith a focus on crops and plant speci en cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to s a lholdings because 
it is unlikely that land i l be able to be restored to fu l agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active far ers in the area
1995
Lansdo ne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of so e agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate develop ent policy, this is proble atic for enforce ent of policy
itche l’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs e erge ith ne  associated 
access roads, as e l as the area of Hanover Park. S a l portions ne ly 
cultivated land beco e evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and ining activities.
Zeekoevlei aste ater Treat ent plant  is extended considerably to 
acco odate a gro ing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, itche l’s’ Plain expands and there is ne  develop ent 
of anenberg, Lenteheur. Ne  roads and rail ay lines are established. 
Ne  digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The fo lo ing land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for fir  urban/rural boundary
Statutory echanis s are unable to control develop ent needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate ining and far ing syste s
Investigate the possibility of establishing orker vi lages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establish ent of 
per anent co unity facilities, a desperate need of far orkers
No aerial photography as found for the 1990s.
The develop ent of su rounding areas increase ith Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the sa e ti e, ore virgin land to ard the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, ithin the dunes. The construction of s a ler roads a lo  
further penetration into the area
Existing se tle ent pa terns ( etropolitan 
Spatial Develop ent Fra e ork 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s o n, fro  
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s o n, fro  
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s o n, fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  1938  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  1945  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  1953  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  1966  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  1977  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  1989  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  2001  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)
Land use change fro  2010  (author’s o n, 
fro  aerial photography)











Significant a ount of develop ent in the Schaapkraal s a lholdings 
area, here original far s have been subdivided. The develop ent of 
Pelican Park begins. S a l a ounts of ne  land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is ade for the idening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing ining operations.
Additiona ly, so e vlei areas have been infi led.
At this ti e, active far ers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54  of Cape To n arket’s vegetables and 46  of vegetables outside 
the arket.
Ne  infi l develop ent along the Northern border (Lansdo ne 
Road) ith the additional expansion of Pelican park. ore 
develop ent occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
s a lholdings area. There are patches of ne  cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North estern corner.
A ne  lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
ca rying capacity.
Urban edge anage ent zone introduced 
into City of Cape To n policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
Fro  its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for ild 
ani als, the transfor ation of land in the PHA began pri arily 
ith the hunting of ga e. Since then, land transfor ation 
progressed ith the establish ent of agriculture to support 
fa ily livelihoods and ensure food security for a gro ing 
colonial se tle ent. It then developed ith 3 do inant land 
uses: agriculture, sand ining and urban develop ent ( ostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA fro  1938 on ards 
by eans of aerial apping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, ith far ers trying to extend their fields trying to eet 
the de and.  ining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, here they reached the sa e rate 
as agriculture . Large scale develop ent began in a big ay in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slo ed to atch the gro th of the 
other t o land uses, slo ly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for a l 3 land uses.  Ho ever, the plateau 
that a l the land uses are tending to ard confir s that the 
syste  has li tle space left for further greenfield transfor ation. 
It suggests that the syste s are either reaching an equilibriu  
point, here they i l need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further develop ent or transfor ation of land in the PHA 
i l serve a great role in deter ining the eventual outco e, in 
addition to cu rent land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge i pact on the develop ent su rounding the area 
and its subsequent infringe ent on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial develop ent provided the i petus for 
further develop ent in the area, hich has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The cu rent spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
develop ent a location, confir ed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside fro  disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune syste  in the South-east, the portion of the area no  
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of ater in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
aintained by anaging inflo s and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned develop ent of the Cape Flats District does 
li tle to actively guard the far land of the PHA. 
Ho ever, environ ental anage ent guidelines stress syste  
rarity and the possibility of alternatives hen planning for 
develop ent. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its cli ate and ater resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
develop ent needs, as the long ter  i pacts are far greater.
hile there is a definite need for housing and develop ent in 
the city, there are other spaces ithin the city that can suitably 
address this need. The sa e cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land cu rently given over to silica ining is also 
of concern. The ti eline of life and rehabilitation of a ine is 
extensive, and if not properly anaged has the potential to 
seriously and i reparably degrade the land’s natural syste s.
In ter s of preservation, the urban edge anage ent zone 
entioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The syste  of vleis and obile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a syste  ore 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its i ediate su roundings and the 
greater etropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care ust be taken at a strategic planning level to ork ith 
the needs on the ground and e l as the long-ter  i pacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
Ne  roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned se tle ent to co e, as e l as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. ( i) anage land use and 
activities, interfaces ith the urban. ( i) Conserve CBAs
An Environ ental anage ent fra e ork is dra n up focusing on 
conservation of existing syste s, restoration of da aged syste s and 
sensitive syste s hich are ‘no-go’ develop ent options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhance ent and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape To n SDF Co posite ap (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In ter s of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of develop ent
Lansdo ne/ e ton co ridor is ear arked for increased develop ent
Food security is entioned by protecting agricultural areas fro  urban encroach ent and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is ne  policy to protect the city’s rural environ ent through an urban edge anage ent zone.
The SDF itself is largely develop ent oriented. The area identified for develop ent in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included ithin the urban edge co responds ith the biodiversity 
hot-spot and ater resource as identified in syste s aps of the SDF, revealing a ixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica ining and agriculture in ter s of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions ade for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for s a lholdings
Planning docu ents sho ing open space in the city 
overlaid ith the spatial develop ent fra e ork 
(Cape etropolitan Guide Plan: I lustrations 1975)
1978 ap of ineral resources ithin the etropolitan area
1984 First ap to indicate s a lholdings (Source: Hayso  2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape etropolitan Guide Plan: 
I lustrations 1975)
1984
Areas su rounding PHA zoned for urban develop ent
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1795
The Dutch East India Co pany goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters ith the Xhosa ho ish to 
ove south ards fro  the interior, as e l as high une ploy ent “back 
ho e”, free passage is offered to those ‘une ployed ork en’ fro  
the other Country to e igrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
ildness of the cli ate and the fertility of the soil. These British se tlers 
have very li tle kno ledge of agriculture and are ost ti es in disputes 
ith indigenous people (“Ho tentots”) ho have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of ild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony gro s, Governor e ri an decides that the flats ust 
beco e the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
Ger an i igrants fro  the rural parts of Ger any to ork and i prove 
the land as as successfu ly done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for a lot ents to Ger an, S ede and Nor egian agricultural 
i igrants.
The i igrants a rive as econo ic refugees to a situation uch orse 
than as described to the  by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
cli atic conditions are hostile. They dig e ls to find ater in the hot 
su er onths.
Encourage ents to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
e ri an asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
indbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of Ger an i igrants a rive on the flats, any of this group 
se tled in Philippi:
They dig fu ro s to drain the fields.
The en orked in to n by day and on their far s at night, hile the 
o en and children orked the far s fro  the orning
The i igrants built their o n shelter. One Ger an could ake clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supple ent their inco es to ake ends eet by:
 - harvesting spring flo ers for se ling
 - Co lecting scrap etals fro  du ping sites
 - Co lection and sales of ild be ries in inter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for for al roads ithin shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdo ne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1650s
“ ho’s land is this?” hostile encounter bet een Khoisan 
and Dutch se tlers, those of the Free Burgher Far s. 
“Ho tentots” begin trade e bargo against the Dutch 
ho have taken the ost fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. T o skir ishes later, van Riebeeck declares “ e 
have on the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper ith VOC trave lers
(1627 dra ing by Tho as Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a asteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
hen the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay as abandoned due to the nature 
of the te rain and ild life present in the area at the ti e. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, ho reported hearing large ani als such 
as hippopota i, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats igrating 
bet een Cape Peninsula and the ainland, as Philippi 
as the ost difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to ater logging in inter and lack of resources in 
su er, ove ent as concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi re ained a co bination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s vie  of Cape To n fro  the east in 1762,  sho ing the 
do ination of the Castle and the astelands outside its a ls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape To n sti l exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction bet een colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Ro terda )
A ap prepared in 1639 sho ing the extent of free burgher far s, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the te rain 
beyond inhabited by ild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopota i, buck, 
ildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans a rive: Dra ing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The P ilippi Horticultura  Are  (PHA) is an area of 
contesta ion in the ci y of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significa ce of agricultura  se, serving as 
an important esource in t rms of fo d pr uction 
and supply to the ci y. The incr asing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both f rmally and 
informally, has result d in tra sformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding la d use 
and  shifting urban edge.
This study analyses th  history of land use change i  
the PHA from earli st avail ble records up to resent 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical sp tial planning documents.
The int ntion is to evaluate wh ther  spatial 
planning agenda for the ci y addresses th  land 
use needs on the ground as i ent fi d through the 
mapping.
Such an ev luation may provide insight and gui ance 
into the incr asingly ambiguous territory of how t  
preserv  and maxi ise the pot ntially productive 
land within an urban setting.
BRIT SH COL NIAL
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Due to limited access to land, Khoi becom  unable to sustain their rds. 
They ar  left with no option but to sell th  cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work f r them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for colle ting firewood by slave  nd s gr zing la d for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was gr nted by Governor W A van der St l in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds wa  already a problem 
and shifting dunes had becom  an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now know  as Schaapkr al
Earliest a rial im gery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
establi hed by the 1883 German imm grants. The scal  of the initial 
farml nd is small, ref ecting the rol  of the family un t in ow ership. T e 
form f agricultura  fields s an east-we  configuration, responding to 
the existing dune syst m. The area is l rgely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this s age du  to a lack of formal o ds in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within e area both increase as the imm grants begin to fi d success in their cultivation of the land  in the sal s of their produce to a gr wing 
population. With th s success and increase in consumption, du e area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, t king the form f large-scale infrastructu e and new to nships/ settlements. The rat  of change to agriculture is d creasing. As 
construction in the ci y increases nd the area becom s ore acc ssible to transport vehicl s, si ica m ning becom s ore prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a declin  in 
dune area. 
Development along the edg s of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle nto the area in subsequent y ars. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining a d roa s all eem to slow d n, still increasing but by a very
small rgin s compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated long with the 
appe rance of a few small dirt roads an  resi ent al dwe lings.
There is a not ble incr ase of cultivated l n  in the Northern and 
Western po tions of the area made possible by a serie  of new roads 
into the flats. There is some dev lopment in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, Na ion l Ap rtheid d cision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked thres old t  Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Ma y of the Germans f rming o  the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell th ir land  move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘d uble res rvation’ and ‘open-ended ess’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive apa ity of he land, the PHA is now reserv d for silica m ning 
and horticulture rathe  an agriculture - a more limited scope f farming 
activities, with a focus n cr ps and plant specim n cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultura  land to smallholdings because 
it is unl kely that land will be a l  to b  resto d to full agricultura  
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road L cal Structu e Plan to see conversion of some agricultura  land to industrial. Sp tial intent is to create a buffer to horticultura  land
At this s age, Schaapkr al is not par of zoned horticultura  are  nd has a sep rate dev lopment policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfo tein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, s well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated l n  becom  evident. There is a s gnifica t increase in land 
clearing d mining activities.
Zeeko vlei Wastewa r Tr atm n  plant  is extended considerably to 
accomm date a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfo tein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands  there is n w d velopment 
of Manenberg, L nteheur. New roads an  r ilway ines ar  establi hed. 
New diggin  s tes appe r in the southern po tion of the si e.
The following la d use concer s a ise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm u ban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development n eds in the 
area
There is a need to in egra  mining a d f rming system
Investigate the possibility of establi hing worker villages in order to 
provide the nec ssary th es olds t  support the establi hment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The dev lopment of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Guguleth . At the same ti , ore virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is be ng cultivated. Diggin s continue i  the South-East 
portion of site, w hin e dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing ettlement pat erns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own,
from aerial photography)











Significa t amount f development in the Sc aapkr al sm lholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The dev lopment of 
Pelican P rk begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern po tions of the area.
Prepa ation is made for the wid ning of Strandfo tein Road.
There is expansion of existing mi ing operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this ime, active farmers in the area equ l 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s v getabl s and 46% of vegetabl s out ide 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern bo der (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican p rk. More 
development occurs on pr pe ties in the Sc aapkr al 
smallholdings area. There are p tches of new cultivated l n , o ce 
again both in t e centre and round the North Western co er.
A new lane is added to Strandfo tein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capa ity.
Urban edge management zo e introduce  
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild
anim ls, the transformation of land in the PHA began prima ly 
with the unting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establi hment of agriculture o support 
family livelihoods an  e sur  food security for a growing 
colonial sett ement. It then d velop d with 3 dominant l d 
uses: agriculture, sand mining a d urban development (mostly 
resident al and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial m pping has reveal d  r l tiv ly consistent 
cultivation of the land for fo d pr uction hat con inues 
today, with farmers trying to ex end heir fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing u til the ate 2000s, where they reach d t  same rat  
as agriculture . Large scal  dev lopment b gan in  big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth f e 
other wo land uses, slowly infi trat ng into the PHA.
The trends i  land use change i dicate that ere is both need 
and viability in he PHA for all 3 l nd uses.  However, th  plat au 
that all the and uses ar  tending toward confirms that e 
system has little space left for further gr enfi ld transformation. 
It suggests that e syst m  are eith r reaching a  equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching t eir
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA
will serve a gr t ole in d termining the eventual o tc me, in 
addition o current la d use practices.
Through the s udy, it is clear th t historical politica  agenda has 
had a huge impact on the dev lopment surrounding the area 
and its sub equent infringement on the agricultura  viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided th  imp tus for 
further development in the area, which as put pressu  on the 
land set a ide for fo d pr uction.  
The current spa ial planning for the PHA is to ncrease the 
development alloc ti n, c firmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation s atu  of the 
dune syst m in the South-east, the portion of the area now
included in the urban edge is a critical point f recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably ddress the needs 
of housing a d griculture requi s p otection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. Th  quality is 
maintained by managi g inflows and leaching, a d the quantity 
requi s ad quate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, th  planned d velopment of the Cape Flats Dis rict does
little to ac ively guard the farml nd of the PHA.
However, nviro me tal m nagement guidelines str  sy tem 
rarity nd the possibility of alterna ives when pla ning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultura  land is due 
to its cl mate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniq eness. Thi s ould take preced nce over housing a d 
development n eds, as the long term impacts re f r gre te .
While t ere is a definit  eed for housing a d development in 
the ci y, there are oth r spaces within e ci y that can suitably 
address thi  need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given o r t  silica m ning is also
of concer . The tim line of life and rehabilit tion of a mine is 
extensiv , and if ot pr pe ly managed has t e pot ntial to 
seriously and irrepa ably degrade the land’s atural system .
In terms of preservation, he urban edge management zo e
mentioned i  the SDF could be a st p in the rig t direction o 
protecting the agricultura  land. The syst m of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is lready heavily disturbed, ut in this is 
an opportunity for rec nstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable nd resilient.
The PHA is significa t to its immediat  surroundings a d the 
greate  m t opolitan region as an area of fo d pr uction and 
care must be tak n t a strategic planning level to work with
the needs on the ground a  well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions f the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are establi hed as segregation l infr structu e providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic ci zens.  Al o indicated r  the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to ( )Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage l nd use and 
activities, nterfac s with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Enviro me tal Management framework is drawn up focusing o  
conservation of existing ystem , resto ati n of damaged system  and 
sensitive syst m  which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are ident fi d for enhancement and resto ati n
2011 Cape Flats Dis rict Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Comp site Map (Source: SDF 2012)
201
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits ou ide of urban edge
There is contesta ion in repres ntation of the urban edge
Philippi node an  Philippi industrial a e   ident fi d for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corrid  s earmarked for increased d velopment
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultura  are s f om urban encroa hment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is n w policy to protect the ci y’s rural enviro me t through an urban edge management zo e.
The SDF itself  largely d velopment oriented. The area id nt fi d for evelopment in the South 
Eastern po tion of the PHA and included within e urban edge corresponds with the biodivers ty 
hot-sp  and water resource as ident fi d n system  maps of the SDF, revealing  mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA ident fi d for silica m ning a d griculture in t rms of The P ysical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisi ns made for industrial activities along n rthern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designat o  for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open s ace in the ci y 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: I ustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral r sources within e metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalis d Group Areas d signat o s (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the fac of increasing encou ters with the Xhosa who ish to 
move s uthwards from the int r or, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, fre  passage is offered to those ‘un mployed workmen’ from
the Mother Country to emigrate to he Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of he soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and re most times n disputes 
with indige ous peopl  (“Hottento s”) who have been dispos essed of 
their land.
1814 - 870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial el te as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for p rt
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Mer iman decides that e flats mu t 
becom  the ‘production source’ for the ci y. He advocates bringing in 
German imm grants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land s w  successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-
Survey for all tmen s to German, Swede an  Norwegian agricultura  
imm grants.
The imm grants rrive as conomic refug s to a situ t on much worse 
than w s described to them by the Colony as the and  re poor and 
climat c conditions are hostile. Th y dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer onths.
Encouragements to plant por Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sa d
Merriman assert  that rees and grasses hould n y be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultura , p oductive soil
1883
Last set of German imm grants rrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Ph lippi:
They dig furrows t  drain the fields.
The men worked in tow  by day and o  their farms t night, w ile t e 
women and chil ren worked th  farms from the morning
The imm grants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and ssisted th  rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting pring flowers for elling
 - Collecting scrap metals from du ping s tes
 - Collection and s les of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The P ilippi Agricultura  Associati n is establi hed to repres nt co cer s 
of pe pl , such as t e need for formal o ds within s fting sa d
1897
Philippi Churc  is bu lt and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 198 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” ostile encou ter betwe n Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, ho e of the Fre Burghe  Farms. 
“Hottento s” begin trade embargo gainst the Dutch 
who have t k n th  most fertile grazing pasture  and 
are refusing access to the K oi for grazing, hunting a d 
foraging. Two skirmishes lat r, van Riebeeck d lar s “w  
have won the land”
Khoi trad ng sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wastel nd by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when t  plan to build a can l through the area to connect 
Table Bay and F lse Bay w s ab ndone  due to the nature 
of the terrain and wil life present in the area t the im . 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition o the Cape Flats
for this purpose, who rep t d h aring lar e nim ls such
as hippopotami, lions and tigers pas ing by their ents at 
night.
Althoug  Khoi herders cro sed th  Cape Flats migrat ng 
betwe n Cape Peninsula and the mainland, s Philippi 
was the most difficult par to cross on the Cape Flats
due to wa er loggin  in winter and l ck of res urces in 
summer, ovement was concentrated to higher round 
of the north. Philippi remained a combinatio  of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
dominatio  of the Castle nd the wastel nds out ide its walls. The land 
just o tside he then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characte istics 
of a fr ntier int ac ion betwe n colonists and indige ous peopl s (Atlas 
van Stolk, R tterdam)
A map pre a d in 1639 showing the ext nt of free burghe  farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited y wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 
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Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 




1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 20001990 2010 CURRENT
Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF



























































The Philippi Horticultural Area (PHA) is an area of 
contestation in the city of Cape Town. The area has a 
historical significance of agricultural use, serving as 
an important resource in terms of food production 
and supply to the city. The increasing expansion of 
the Cape Town Metropolitan Area, both formally and 
informally, has resulted in transformations of land in 
the PHA as it is eaten into by surrounding land use 
and a shifting urban edge.
This study analyses the history of land use change in 
the PHA from earliest available records up to present 
day conditions, with a concurrent comparison to  
historical spatial planning documents.
The intention is to evaluate whether the spatial 
planning agenda for the city addresses the land 
use needs on the ground as identified through the 
mapping.
Such an evaluation may provide insight and guidance 
into the increasingly ambiguous territory of how to 
preserve and maximise the potentially productive 
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Due to limited access to land, Khoi become unable to sustain their herds. 
They are left with no option but to sell the cattle to the dutch settlers and 
to work for them to earn a livelihood. 
Cape Flats used for collecting firewood by slaves and as grazing land for 
the now dutch cattle herds.
A license for grazing was granted by Governor W A van der Stel in 1703, 
however by 1723 overgrazing by the Dutch herds was already a problem 
and shifting dunes had become an issue
First general plan indicating subdivision of farm “Montagu’s Gift, the area 
now known as Schaapkraal
Earliest aerial imagery of the area. The first few farms have already been 
established by the 1883 German immigrants. The scale of the initial 
farmland is small, reflecting the role of the family unit in ownership. The 
form of agricultural fields is an east-west configuration, responding to 
the existing dune system. The area is largely inaccessible to the urban 
population of Cape Town at this stage due to a lack of formal roads in.
Agriculture and dirt roads within the area both increase as the immigrants begin to find success in their cultivation of the land and in the sales of their produce to a growing 
population. With this success and increase in consumption, dune area begins to shrink.
A lot of development is happening around the area, mostly to the North and the East, taking the form of large-scale infrastructure and new townships/ settlements. The rate of change to agriculture is decreasing. As 
construction in the city increases and the area becomes more accessible to transport vehicles, silica mining becomes more prevalent in the centre and the east of the PHA. The result of increased mining is a decline in 
dune area. 
Development along the edges of the PHA in 2001 begin to trickle into the area in subsequent years. In 2010, development, agriculture, mining and roads all seem to slow down, still increasing but by a very 
small margin as compared to previous years. 
Small patches of new land have been cultivated along with the 
appearance of a few small dirt roads and residential dwellings.
There is a notable increase of cultivated land in the Northern and 
Western portions of the area made possible by a series of new roads 
into the flats. There is some development in Lotus River and Grassy Park 
which spills over into the PHA, with the introduction of roads linking the 




Group Areas Act passed
With the Group Areas Act, National Apartheid decision-makers in Pretoria 
“drew a line” which marked threshold to Hanover Park and Mitchell’s 
Plain. Many of the Germans farming on the Cape Flats were expropriated, 
forced to sell their land and move.
1988
Cape Metropolitan Area Guide Plan
Due to problems arising from ‘double reservation’ and ‘open-endedness’ 
of the term ‘agriculture’ and the range of activities degrading the 
productive capacity of the land, the PHA is now reserved for silica mining 
and horticulture rather than agriculture - a more limited scope of farming 
activities, with a focus on crops and plant specimen cultivation.  
Restriction on conversion of agricultural land to smallholdings because 
it is unlikely that land will be able to be restored to full agricultural 
potential
1990
87 active farmers in the area
1995
Lansdowne Road Local Structure Plan to see conversion of some agricultural land to industrial. Spatial intent is to create a buffer to horticultural land
At this stage, Schaapkraal is not part of zoned horticultural area and has a separate development policy, this is problematic for enforcement of policy
Mitchell’s Plain and Strandfontein suburbs emerge with new associated 
access roads, as well as the area of Hanover Park. Small portions newly 
cultivated land become evident. There is a significant increase in land 
clearing and mining activities.
Zeekoevlei Wastewater Treatment plant  is extended considerably to 
accommodate a growing urban population on the flats. Strandfontein 
suburb expands, Mitchell’s’ Plain expands and there is new development 
of Manenberg, Lenteheur. New roads and railway lines are established. 
New digging sites appear in the southern portion of the site.
The following land use concerns arise out of a public participation 
process1:
There is a need for firm urban/rural boundary
Statutory mechanisms are unable to control development needs in the 
area
There is a need to integrate mining and farming systems
Investigate the possibility of establishing worker villages in order to 
provide the necessary thresholds to support the establishment of 
permanent community facilities, a desperate need of farmworkers
No aerial photography was found for the 1990s.
The development of surrounding areas increase with Nyanga, Philippi 
East and Gugulethu. At the same time, more virgin land toward the 
centre of the area is being cultivated. Diggings continue in the South-East 
portion of site, within the dunes. The construction of smaller roads allow 
further penetration into the area
Existing settlement patterns (Metropolitan 
Spatial Development Framework 1996)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use in the PHA in 1938 (author’s own, from 
aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use changes in the PHA since 1938 
(author’s own, from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1938  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1945  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1953  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1966  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1977  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  1989  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2001  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)
Land use change from  2010  (author’s own, 
from aerial photography)











Significant amount of development in the Schaapkraal smallholdings 
area, where original farms have been subdivided. The development of 
Pelican Park begins. Small amounts of new land is cultivated in the cen-
tre and north-eastern portions of the area.
Preparation is made for the widening of Strandfontein Road.
There is expansion of existing mining operations.
Additionally, some vlei areas have been infilled.
At this time, active farmers in the area equal 20. The PHA is producing 
54% of Cape Town Market’s vegetables and 46% of vegetables outside 
the market.
New infill development along the Northern border (Lansdowne 
Road) with the additional expansion of Pelican park. More 
development occurs on properties in the Schaapkraal 
smallholdings area. There are patches of new cultivated land, once 
again both in the centre and around the North Western corner.
A new lane is added to Strandfontein Road, increasing its traffic 
carrying capacity.
Urban edge management zone introduced 
into City of Cape Town policy (Source: SDF 
2012)
Conclusion
From its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild 
animals, the transformation of land in the PHA began primarily 
with the hunting of game. Since then, land transformation 
progressed with the establishment of agriculture to support 
family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing 
colonial settlement. It then developed with 3 dominant land 
uses: agriculture, sand mining and urban development (mostly 
residential and industrial). 
The analysis of land use changes in the PHA from 1938 onwards 
by means of aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent 
cultivation of the land for food production that continues 
today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying to meet 
the demand.  Mining activities began in the 1960s steadily 
increasing until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate 
as agriculture . Large scale development began in a big way in 
the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match the growth of the 
other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the PHA.
The trends in land use change indicate that there is both need 
and viability in the PHA for all 3 land uses.  However, the plateau 
that all the land uses are tending toward confirms that the 
system has little space left for further greenfield transformation. 
It suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their 
end. Further development or transformation of land in the PHA 
will serve a great role in determining the eventual outcome, in 
addition to current land use practices.
Through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has 
had a huge impact on the development surrounding the area 
and its subsequent infringement on the agricultural viability 
of the land.  The initial development provided the impetus for 
further development in the area, which has put pressure on the 
land set aside for food production.  
The current spatial planning for the PHA is to increase the 
development allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban 
edge. Aside from disregarding the conservation status of the 
dune system in the South-east, the portion of the area now 
included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the 
Cape Flats Aquifer (CFA). To sustainably address the needs 
of housing and agriculture requires protection of the quality 
and quantity of water in the Cape Flats Aquifer. The quality is 
maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban 
edge, the planned development of the Cape Flats District does 
little to actively guard the farmland of the PHA. 
However, environmental management guidelines stress system 
rarity and the possibility of alternatives when planning for 
development. The PHA as productive agricultural land is due 
to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor for its 
uniqueness. This should take precedence over housing and 
development needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
While there is a definite need for housing and development in 
the city, there are other spaces within the city that can suitably 
address this need. The same cannot be said for this scale of 
agriculture. 
The quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also 
of concern. The timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is 
extensive, and if not properly managed has the potential to 
seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural systems.
In terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone 
mentioned in the SDF could be a step in the right direction to 
protecting the agricultural land. The system of vleis and mobile 
dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in this is 
an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more 
adaptable and resilient.
The PHA is significant to its immediate surroundings and the 
greater metropolitan region as an area of food production and 
care must be taken at a strategic planning level to work with 
the needs on the ground and well as the long-term impacts of 
strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
New roads are established as segregational infrastructure providing 
access for the planned settlement to come, as well as access to 
opportunistic citizens.  Also indicated are the beginnings of large-scale 








The focus is to (i)Protect PHA as natural asset. (ii) Manage land use and 
activities, interfaces with the urban. (iii) Conserve CBAs
An Environmental Management framework is drawn up focusing on 
conservation of existing systems, restoration of damaged systems and 
sensitive systems which are ‘no-go’ development options
PHA and Cape Flats are identified for enhancement and restoration
2011 Cape Flats District Plan
1999 SDF
2012 City of Cape Town SDF Composite Map (Source: SDF 2012)
2012
In terms of the SDF, the PHA is zoned rural and sits outside of urban edge
There is contestation in representation of the urban edge
Philippi node and Philippi industrial area are identified for intensification of development
Lansdowne/Wetton corridor is earmarked for increased development
Food security is mentioned by protecting agricultural areas from urban encroachment and 
supporting urban agriculture
There is new policy to protect the city’s rural environment through an urban edge management zone.
The SDF itself is largely development oriented. The area identified for development in the South 
Eastern portion of the PHA and included within the urban edge corresponds with the biodiversity 
hot-spot and water resource as identified in systems maps of the SDF, revealing a mixed set of 
intentions. 
1968
PHA identified for silica mining and agriculture in terms of The Physical 
Planning Act (1967)
Provisions made for industrial activities along northern edge of PHA
Introduction of separate designation for smallholdings
Planning documents showing open space in the city 
overlaid with the spatial development framework 
(Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: Illustrations 1975)
1978 Map of mineral resources within the metropolitan area
1984 First map to indicate smallholdings (Source: Haysom 2016)
Generalised Group Areas designations (Cape Metropolitan Guide Plan: 
Illustrations 1975)
1984
Areas surrounding PHA zoned for urban development
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1795
The Dutch East India Company goes bankrupt and the British take over 
the Cape. In the face of increasing encounters with the Xhosa who wish to 
move southwards from the interior, as well as high unemployment “back 
home”, free passage is offered to those ‘unemployed workmen’ from 
the Mother Country to emigrate to the Cape, to take advantage of the 
mildness of the climate and the fertility of the soil. These British settlers 
have very little knowledge of agriculture and are most times in disputes 
with indigenous people (“Hottentots”) who have been dispossessed of 
their land.
1814 - 1870s
The sandy Cape Flats used by the British colonial elite as a hunting 
ground of wild beasts for sport
1876
As the colony grows, Governor Merriman decides that the flats must 
become the ‘production source’ for the city. He advocates bringing in 
German immigrants from the rural parts of Germany to work and improve 
the land as was successfully done in the Eastern Cape
1876-8
Survey for allotments to German, Swede and Norwegian agricultural 
immigrants.
The immigrants arrive as economic refugees to a situation much worse 
than was described to them by the Colony as the sands are poor and 
climatic conditions are hostile. They dig wells to find water in the hot 
summer months.
Encouragements to plant port Jackson to stabilize shifting dune sands
Merriman asserts that trees and grasses should only be planted as 
windbreaks and the rest should be agricultural, productive soil
1883
Last set of German immigrants arrive on the flats, many of this group 
settled in Philippi:
They dig furrows to drain the fields.
The men worked in town by day and on their farms at night, while the 
women and children worked the farms from the morning
The immigrants built their own shelter. One German could make clay 
bricks and assisted the rest
They supplement their incomes to make ends meet by:
 - harvesting spring flowers for selling
 - Collecting scrap metals from dumping sites
 - Collection and sales of wild berries in winter
Official opening of Philippi school
1896
The Philippi Agricultural Association is established to represent concerns 
of people, such as the need for formal roads within shifting sands
1897
Philippi Church is built and opened on Lansdowne Road
1890s
First roads (dirt tracks) into the area
1945 1953 1966 1977 1989 2001
2014
1650s
“Who’s land is this?” hostile encounter between Khoisan 
and Dutch settlers, those of the Free Burgher Farms. 
“Hottentots” begin trade embargo against the Dutch 
who have taken the most fertile grazing pastures and 
are refusing access to the Khoi for grazing, hunting and 
foraging. Two skirmishes later, van Riebeeck declares “we 
have won the land”
Khoi trading sheep for copper with VOC travellers
(1627 drawing by Thomas Herbert)
1656 
Philippi described as a wasteland by Jan van Riebeeck, 
when the plan to build a canal through the area to connect 
Table Bay and False Bay was abandoned due to the nature 
of the terrain and wild life present in the area at the time. 
Van Riebeeck had sent out an expedition to the Cape Flats 
for this purpose, who reported hearing large animals such 
as hippopotami, lions and tigers passing by their tents at 
night.
Although Khoi herders crossed the Cape Flats migrating 
between Cape Peninsula and the mainland, as Philippi 
was the most difficult part to cross on the Cape Flats 
due to water logging in winter and lack of resources in 
summer, movement was concentrated to higher ground 
of the north. Philippi remained a combination of  vlei & 
dunes
Johannes Rach’s view of Cape Town from the east in 1762,  showing the 
domination of the Castle and the wastelands outside its walls. The land 
just outside the then extents of Cape Town still exhibited characteristics 
of a frontier interaction between colonists and indigenous peoples (Atlas 
van Stolk, Rotterdam)
A map prepared in 1639 showing the extent of free burgher farms, 
proposals for the canal joining Table Bay to False Bay and the terrain 
beyond inhabited by wild beasts - lions, leopards, hippopotami, buck, 
wildebeest, buffalo
The Europeans arrive: Drawing of Table Bay in 1658
1996 SDF






























from its origins as vlei, dunes, and the habitats for wild animals, the 
transformation of land in the pha began primarily with the hunting of game. 
since then, land transformation progressed with the establishment of agriculture 
to support family livelihoods and ensure food security for a growing colonial 
settlement. it then developed with 3 dominant land uses: agriculture, sand 
mining and urban development (mostly residential and industrial). 
the analysis of land use changes in the pha from 1938 onwards by means of 
aerial mapping has revealed a relatively consistent cultivation of the land for food 
production that continues today, with farmers trying to extend their fields trying 
to meet the demand.  mining activities began in the 1960s steadily increasing 
until the late 2000s, where they reached the same rate as agriculture . large scale 
development began in a big way in the 1970s, but since 2010 has slowed to match 
the growth of the other two land uses, slowly infiltrating into the pha.
the trends in land use change indicate that there is both need and viability 
in the pha for all 3 land uses.  however, the plateau that all the land uses are 
tending toward confirms that the system has little space left for further greenfield 
transformation. it suggests that the systems are either reaching an equilibrium 
point, where they will need to be sustained, or reaching their end. further 
development or transformation of land in the pha will serve a great role in 
determining the eventual outcome, in addition to current land use practices.
through the study, it is clear that historical political agenda has had a 
huge impact on the development surrounding the area and its subsequent 
infringement on the agricultural viability of the land.  the initial development 
provided the impetus for further development in the area, which has put pressure 
on the land set aside for food production.  
the current spatial planning for the pha is to increase the development 
allocation, confirmed by the shift in the urban edge. aside from disregarding 
the conservation status of the dune system in the south-east, the portion of the 
area now included in the urban edge is a critical point of recharge of the cape 
flats aquifer (cfa). to sustainably address the needs of housing and agriculture 
requires protection of the quality and quantity of water in the cape flats aquifer. 
the quality is maintained by managing inflows and leaching, and the quantity 
requires adequate recharge. By including this area in the urban edge, the planned 
development of the cape flats district does little to actively guard the farmland of 
the pha. 
however, environmental management guidelines stress system rarity and the 
possibility of alternatives when planning for development. the pha as productive 
agricultural land is due to its climate and water resource, a distinguishing factor 
for its uniqueness. this should take precedence over housing and development 
needs, as the long term impacts are far greater.
while there is a definite need for housing and development in the city, there are 
other spaces within the city that can suitably address this need. the same cannot 
be said for this scale of agriculture. 
the quantity of land currently given over to silica mining is also of concern. 
the timeline of life and rehabilitation of a mine is extensive, and if not properly 
managed has the potential to seriously and irreparably degrade the land’s natural 
systems.
in terms of preservation, the urban edge management zone mentioned in the 
sdf could be a step in the right direction to protecting the agricultural land. the 
system of vleis and mobile dunes is one that is already heavily disturbed, but in 
this is an opportunity for reconstructive surgery to a system more adaptable and 
resilient.
the pha is significant to its immediate surroundings and the greater metropolitan 
region as an area of food production and care must be taken at a strategic 
planning level to work with the needs on the ground and well as the long-term 
impacts of strategic decisions if the public good is to be upheld.
1966 dunes - dominant characteristic 
of the area
2014 agricultural land
Figure 2 : Series of collages exploring the dynamics between existing 
systems in the PHA
2014 roads 1944 roads and agriculture
2014 Urban fabric, roads, and agriculture 2014 Urban fabric, roads and 
agriculture overlaid with 1966 dune 
ANALysIs 
prior to agriculture, the area was characterised by its mobile dune 
system and collection of vleis. these set up the structure of all 
subsequent land transformation in the pha. the dominant land uses 
identified in the pha through historical analysis were these initial 
dunes and subsequent agricultural land, land clearing/mining, roads 
and urban fabric. a collage process using historical aerial photographs 
was the technique to understand the impact of the sequence of these 
systems on one another. an overlay of the agricultural land with the 
road system speaks to the fragmentation of the agricultural mass 
caused by the introduction of formal roads. an analysis of the cultivated 
agricultural land reflects the original dune system which it came to 
stabilise. a look at the 2014 overlaid with 1966 shows how little of the 
original mobile dune system remains. 
Figure 3 : Biodiversity within the PHA & connections to the 
larger city of Cape Town  biodiversity network
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Figure 5 : PHA and surrounding suburbs with densities and populations
DEsIGNING THrOuGH scENArIOs
drawing on the theories of a layer cake, the design exploration began with a 
series of scenarios. the purpose of using scenarios is to establish a hierarchical 
approach to structure the framework, based on longevity and sustainability 
of the area as a system.  the sequencing of the scenarios is thus significant in 
establishing the hierarchy. each scenario was explored with an objective and a 
set of principles which allow for application on multiple scales. the scenarios 
further allow for each approach to be tested to its maximum utopian end, before 
consolidating and adjusting to an overall framework. the objective is to arrange 
the land uses such that they relate to one another in a mutually supportive 
manner.
as both the agriculture and housing would depend on the water resources 
in the area, the sequence begins with an ecological approach. in addition to 
being a crucial recharge point for the cape flats aquifer (cfa), the pha has the 
potential to significantly improve connectivity within cape town’s biodiversity 
network. it is located such that it can link between wolfgat nature reserve, the 
false Bay coast conservancy and the macassar dune conservation area in the 
south and east to Zeekoevlei, princessvlei, rondevlei, Kenilworth racecourse 
and table mountain national park in the west to edith stephens wetland 
park and cape town international airport in the north. in order for this to be 
achieved, ecological corridors need to be established and protected using the 
open space currently existing within the pha. a patch-corridor matrix approach 
was used to identify potential corridors, using primarily remnant vegetation 
and dunes, existing wetland areas and maintaining a variety of topography. By 
the recommendation of a local biodiversity specialist, it was decided that each 
corridor would be 150m wide with a 25m buffer zone to facilitate movement of 
indigenous and endangered fauna. where patches do not exist but connections 
are required, open agricultural land becomes absorbed into the corridor network, 
either by expropriation or by ecologically-compliant methods of agriculture such 
as through pasture mixes, hedges and windbreaks. 
the second scenario is that which secures productive land in the pha as well as 
providing facilities for the existing farmers and agricultural workers. this social 
justice approach builds on the needs identified through records and observation 
of local public participation sessions, as well as reports from specialists and 
personal observations. through desktop study and multiple visits to the area, 
the most productive agricultural land was identified, and mapped out as being 
vital to preserve. similarly, agricultural land that could be expropriated for other 
purposes was also identified. there a little to no existing social services within 
the pha and this places a burden on those within the area. those with private 
vehicles are inconvenienced to drive out for facilities but for those who travel 
primarily on foot, they have a much more difficult time getting access both 
physically and financially. it therefore is evident that there is a need for social 
services within this vacuum, as well as improved accessibility to and through the 
area. lastly, the pha compared to surrounding areas has a much lower density 
but also has a number of informal settlements . many of these began as evicted 
farmworker families but have since grown and continue expanding slowly and 
steadily. there is therefore a demand to provide some support and dignity to 
those squatting communities. areas for social services and new development 
were identified through eliminating areas designated to ecology, agriculture and 
current development, as well as considering strategic location relative to existing 
and new movement routes.
the third scenario is that of necessary development, which if done correctly 
can support the agriculture and natural systems of the pha. there are four new 
settlements each with a character unique to its location - one being more urban, 
one an agricultural type of village, one with a focus on ecology and one which is 
much less dense than the others. the idea of different types of settlements is a 
type of testing of the development possibilities as well as an acknowledgment 
of the need for appropriateness. each new settlement builds on the new social 
services clusters from the previous scenario. in order to prevent sprawl of the 
settlements, they are placed in such a way that they are bounded either by 
agriculture or by existing urban fabric. aside from social services, the components 
of the new settlements are housing, mixed use and agriculture. a range of 
housing and spatial typologies have been designed using these components. 
they help to test the scenario in all its forms.




Figure 7 : Illustrative snapshots within Ecology scenario:
1. (below) Connectivity beyond the PHA; contrast 
between existing remnants, wetlands, and new parts of 
ecological corridors
2. (left) Using existing livestock pastures as part of the ecological 
corridor
3. (below) Stepping stone connections within the PHA where 
a continuous corridor is not possible; larger patches provide 
habitats for larger and shyer species, connections o Zeekoevlei 
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  erf line
scENArIO: EcOLOGy
Objective: Create a network of green space that preserves the most sensitive and rare 
habitats and
connects to the larger context biodiversity network
- ecological corridors of 150m width using wetlands/dams, dune & vegetation 
remnants
- use agricultural land & elements where necessary to connect
- incorporate a variety of topography & habitat types
- incorporate hedges/windbreaks in creating connections
- maintain a 25m buffer zone on each side of corridor
- minimise & articulate crossings
- use wetlands to slow percolation rates and filter pollutants from stormwater and 
agriculture
Natural Systems Ecological corridors Ecology that forms part of corridor
Figure 8 : Ecological components
Figure 9 : Mapping of Scenario : Social Justice
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Figure 10: Illustrative snapshots within Social Justice scenario:
1. (below) Existing entrances opening up onto new routes to improve accessibility; Existing social 
services and informal settlements; New cluster of social services 
2. (right) New entrances into the area  and routes within the area for improved accessibility; Agricultural 
land preserved and agricultural land expropriated ; New cluster of social services
  KEY
  agriculture (existing)
  primary local distributor
  Boundary of e.corridor
  erf line
  existing pedestrian movement
  potential pedestrian movement
  social services
  school
  clinic
  police station
  library
  hall
  religious centre
scENArIO: sOcIAL jusTIcE
Objective = 4 times existing density of 10000
- absorb density of informal settlements
- Keep existing farms/productive agricultural land
- new to be smallholdings (subdivided larger lots) or commonage
  (consolidate smaller lots)
- expropriate rubble yards, unused/degraded lots
- Build on pedestrian movement/desire lines
- new routes - sensitive vehicular circulation
- social & community services distributed in settlement clusters within the area
- focus on provision of agricultural housing
Agricultural land to be preserved Agricultural land to be expropriated
Figure 11 : Social justice components















Figure 13 : Illustrative snapshots within  Development scenario:
1. (left) New agro-village, settlement bounded by agriculture using 
primarily smallholding housing typologies; Entrances to settlement 
shown
2. (bottom left) New urban settlement bounded by smallholding and 
large-scale agriculture; Entrances to settlement are indicated; Positive 
interfaces between agriculture and street, housing and agriculture
3. (bottom) New settlement with ecological focus; Ecological elements 
define public open space, serving a functional and aesthetic value 
rather than being backyarded; entrance to settlement is shown
DEVELOPMENT ECOLOGY SOCIAL JUSTICE
new social services for existing settlement
potential to link through 
livestock pastures
potential to link through 
livestock pastures
New social services for existing settlement
new settlement bounded by agriculture
- provides economic hub to serve 
surrounding farmlands
large patches to be preserved as habitats for larger, 
specialist and more shy species 
large patches to be preserved as habitats for larger, 
specialist and more shy species 
manouvering routes preserve character and travel 
speed of the area
new settlement bounded by agriculture
- provides economic hub to serve
surrounding farmlands
Continues down to False Bay Coast Conservancy
Continues to Kenilworth Racecourse
Continues down to False Bay Coast Conservancy
new settlement bounded by agriculture
- provides economic hub to serve
surrounding farmlands
Continues to Wolfgat Nature Reserve and Macassar 
Dune Conservation Area
existing ecological elements to remain
Increased accessibility provides farmers with an 
interface for selling produce
ecological elements add aesthetic and
functional value rather than being
backyarded
series of patches to act 
as stepping stone
network
NEW SOCIAL SERVICES 
CLUSTER
NEW SOCIAL SERVICES 
CLUSTER
NEW SOCIAL SERVICES 
CLUSTER
NEW SOCIAL SERVICES 
CLUSTER
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DEVELOPMENT ECOLOGY SOCIAL JUSTICE
new social services for existing settlement
potential to link through 
livestock pastures
potential to link through 
livestock pastures
New social services for existing settlement
new settlement bounded by agriculture
- provides economic hub to serve 
surrounding farmlands
large patches to be preserved as habitats for larger, 
specialist and more shy species 
large patches to be preserved as habitats for larger, 
specialist and more shy species 
manouvering routes preserve character and travel 
speed of the area
new settlement bounded by agriculture
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Continues down to Fal  Bay Coast Con ervancy
Continues to Kenilworth Racecourse
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Dune Conservation Area
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network
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scENArIO: DEVELOPmENT
Objective: Create as many economic and housing opportunities as possible within 
the existing framework
- activity hubs/settlements to have dense urban form bounded by agriculture
- densification around “nodes” (social services) & “corridors” (access routes)
- infill development into existing fabric
- introduction of suburban & urban housing & commercial
- mixed use & mixed income
ruLEs fOr DEVELOPmENT
densify along the edges of agricultural land as a protective buffer zone. set up 
a few clusters of settlement where there is space to provide services within the 
area.
 Along arterial routes:                  
 commercial, housing, smallholdings
 Along Primary local distributors:      
 social services, housing, smallholdings
 Along Secondary and tertiary local distributors: 
 smallholdings and housing
 Along ecological corridors: 
 social services or smallholdings
Land left over / availableExisting development
HOusING AND AGrIcuLTurAL sPATIAL 
TyPOLOGIEs
while the housing crisis is a reality, it is currentlly looked at in quite a limited way. 
a range of typologies were conceptualised to facilitate alternative appropriate 
agriculture-based development. 
there are a few scales and types within the collection of typologies, some more 
urban and some more agricultural, ranging from small individual plots with 
houses and 3-storey walk-up sectional-title models of ownership around a shared 
common space to shared or family smallholdings from half to gour hectares. 
while the ideal situation within an urban environment is high-density low-
coverage, the unique character of the pha requires variety to create contrasting 
areas of density and open space where the transitional zone is carefully planned 
to limit the growth of the urban fabric and create a buffer zone for the agriculture. 
the range emerged from a mixture of smallholding configurations currently 
operational in the pha and Bng social housing models currently being 
investigated/implemented by the city as well as a combination of the two. some 













Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
Medium Density (2-3 storeys)












Medium Density (2 storeys duplex)









Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000



















Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
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Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000



















Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
Medium Density (2-3 storeys)












Medium Density (2 storeys duplex)









Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000







cLusTEr HOusING - TyPE A
medium area (4860)
medium density (88 people, 2-3 storey duplex)
low coverage (1584/4860 = 0.33)
cLusTEr HOusING - TyPE c
medium area (2160)
high density (120 people, 2-3 storey duplex)













Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
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Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000



















Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
Medium Density (2-3 storeys)












Medium Density (2 storeys duplex)









Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000







bNG PLOT AND HOusE
small area (90m2)
high density (4 people, 2-3 storeys) 
low coverage (24/90 = 0.27)
mIxED usE cOrNEr bLOck
small area (1575m2)
medium density (50) 
medium coverage (1575/3600 = 0.44)
sOcIAL HOusING / mIxED INcOmE
small area (1386m2)
high density (96 people, 3 storey) 













Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
Medium Density (2-3 storeys)












Medium Density (2 storeys duplex)









Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
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HOusING AND AGrIcuLTurAL sPATIAL TyPOLOGIEs
cLusTEr HOusING - TyPE b
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Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
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Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
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BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
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Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000
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small area (1575m2)
medium density (50) 
medium coverage (1575/3600 = 0.44)
urbAN mIxED INcO E HOusING
medium area (60 x 60 = 3600)
medium/high density ( 80 people, 3 storeys or higher)
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1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
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Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
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mIxED INcOmE HOusING wITH ALLOTmENT GArDEN
medium area (2160)
medium/high density (96 people, 2-3 storey duplex)













Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
Medium Density (2-3 storeys)












Medium Density (2 storeys duplex)









Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
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small area (480m2)
high density (30) 
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Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
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Medium Density (2 storeys duplex)









Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)








Medium coverage (210750 = 0.28)
BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000






































































Medium Density (2-3 storeys)
Low coverage ( 90020000 = 0.045)
1 ha Communal Smallholding
Medium Area (10000)
Medium Density (2-3 storeys)












Medium Density (2 storeys duplex)









Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (15844860 = 0.33)
Cluster housing - Type A
Medium Area (4860)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
Low coverage (16564860 = 0.34)
Cluster housing - Type C
Medium Area (2160)
Medium Density (2-3 storey duplex)
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BNG Plot and house
Small Area (90m2)
High Density (4)
Low coverage (2490 = 0.27)
Social housing / mixed income
Small Area (1386m2)
High Density (3 storey)















600001 Urban mixed income housing
Medium Area (60 x 60 = 3600)
High Density (3 storeys or higher)
Medium coverage (1800/3600 = 0.5)
10000
Commercial activity corner block
Medium Area (3600)















Kitchen garden (Smaller smallholding)
Small-to-medium Area (2000)
Low Density (2 storey duplex)
Low coverage ( 1562000 = 0.078)
30000 10000
100000
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SOCIAL SERVICES REQUIRED 
1 POLICE STATION
5 LIBRARIES
2 POST OFFICES, 2 EDUHUBS
6 FOOTBALL FIELDS
3 COMMUNITY CENTRES, 3 SECONDARY SCHOOLS
30 NEIGHBOURHOOD PARKS10 CRECHES
4 CLINICS, 4 COMBI COURTS, 4 PRIMARY SCHOOLS
4 MARKETS, 4 THUSONG CENTRES, 4 WORSHIP SPACES
APPROACH
RESTORE
a system of natural processes 
(Ecological habitats & movement, 
flood control, recharge)
PRESERVE
the most productive 




public open space system 
- a park
PROVIDE
Use development strategically to 
buffer and protect the resources as well 
as provide social services.
PRODUCTIVE ECONOMY
the most productive [horticultural farming] in the country per hectare
Over 50 percent of the vegetable consumption of the city
Flowers & garden plants
Annual yield: 150 000 tonnes and increasing
Fresh produce, mainly green leafy vegetables
Livestock: 2500 / week







combination of friable soils, 
good-quality water and 







good combination of 
factors enables production over 12 
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Figure: landscape and development framework for the philippi horticultural area
1:8000 @ A0
1. New Settlement. Population: 9552
New settlement transitions to agriculture - provides housing, access to small-scale productive land, and social services. Also an economic hub to serve surrounding 
farmlands
2. New agricultural settlement. Population: 10 084
New settlement bounded by agriculture - provides economic hub and provides social facilities to serve surrounding farmlands
3. New agricultural Settlement. Population: 6000
4.  New Settlement. Population: 8200
New settlement integrates with ecological elements to densify, serve surrounding farmlands and ensure recharge
5.  New social services introduced, building around existing settlement
 LANDscAPE AND DEVELOPmENT frAmEwOrk fOr THE PHILIPPI HOrTIcuLTurAL ArEA
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 1.  Existing farmhouse buildings
 2. Existing seasonal wetland serves also as a feature and recreation area 
 3. Smalholdings within larger agricultural landscape
 4. Market stall 
 5. Processing and packaging facility
 6. Existing labourers homes and kitchen yard gardens
 7. 2ha smallholding
 8. Commercial development with small footprint allows view into agricultural land
 9. Kitchen yard agricultural typologies maintain visual connection to agriculture from road
 10. Semi- Public open space facing onto wetland and agricultural land
 11. Larger scale agriculture of original erf
 12. Mixed Use & mixed income high density units line the street and open out into public open space 
 13. New dune-like topography allowing for habitat diversity
 14. Wetland walkway allows enjoyment of the wetland without disturbing the system
 15. Existing wetland extended and deepened to allow more bio-diversity and refuge areas
 16. New pre-school off primary local distributor
 17. Smallholding opens up onto larger agricultural land too allow labourers to work the field of their landlord employer
 18. New dune forming part of ecological connectivity 
 19. Biofiltration and detention basin
Figure: Strandfontein Road Intervention Site
1:2000 @ A0
TyPIcAL APPLIcATION ON A DETAILED scALE
VIEW FROM THE FARMLANDS
(LOOKING NORTH-WEST)
Figure 17: The high-density agricultural landscape
VIEW FROM THE URBAN EDGE
(LOOKING NORTH- EAST)
Figure 18 : Ecological corridor and POS system along arterial route
cONcLusION
the pha is a unique piece of land in cape town, in productivity and aesthetic. 
it has the potential, not only to provide the people who would otherwise 
be at risk in a position of being food secure, but also to play a crucial role in 
connectivity and mobility across the city. however, this potential can only be 
actualised with sensitive and appropriate long-term planning. 
the way the pha has been treated thus far has been to secure the resources in 
a linear timeline, which will no doubt have an end point, where development 
begins to replace what was once productive land. reversing the developer-
mindset, a systems-based approach will provide the necessary paradigm shift 
to a cyclical and sustainable way of doing things. through this, the water and 
agriculture resources in the area can continue to be used and replenished for 
generations to come. 
this systems-based approach requires prioritising the rehabilitation of the 
natural systems of the area, which are currently in a state of degradation. 
an ecological network established from existing opportunities sets up the 
structure for productive agricultural land to continue to operate, and more to 
be introduced, but does necessitate a move to more ecological agricultural 
practices. it is important to address existing needs first, by providing social 
services and housing for the communities in the pha at the moment. 
densification and development are viable within this network of natural 
systems and agricultural land in the area, but in a way that is appropriate to 
these systems and helps to sustain them. housing and spatial development 
typologies with a focus on agriculture and social justice are one way in which 
this can be achieved. a great deal of care must be paid when dealing with 
interfaces between these land uses, as positive interfaces will improve security 
and community in the area, whereas the alternative would be to backyard 
the productive landscape into further fragmentation. positive interfacing 
furthermore allows for the ecological elements to function secondarily as a 
beautiful and accessible public open space system, allowing movement within 
and through the area in a way that is activated and safe for those using it. 
through testing on an erf scale, the effects of the typologies on morphology 
and character of the area can be more clearly imagined, as well as the physical 
experience of the pha as a place. 
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